We propose a novel method for positioning a mobile robot in an outdoor environment using lasers and optical sensors. Position estimation via a noncontact optical method is useful because the information from the wheel odometer and the global positioning system in a mobile robot is unreliable in some situations. Contact optical sensors such as a computer mouse are designed to be in contact with a surface and do not function well in conditions with strong ambient light. To mitigate the challenges of an outdoor environment, we developed an optical device with a bandpass filter and a pipe to restrict solar light and detect translation. The use of two devices enables sensing of the mobile robot's position, including posture. Furthermore, employing a collimated laser beam allows measurements against a surface to be invariable with the distance to the surface. In this paper, we describe motion estimation, device configurations, and several tests for performance evaluation. We also present the experimental positioning results from a vehicle equipped with our optical device on an outdoor path. Finally, we discuss an improvement in postural accuracy by combining an optical device with precise gyroscopes.
INTRODUCTION
Information on position and orientation is a fundamental requirement for controlling a mobile robot running on a planar ground. Many methods and sensing systems that recognize a robot's position have been presented previously. However, information gathered by a global positioning system is often inaccurate owing to multipath error [1] , and its output rate is comparatively slower than other sensors.
-2 -An odometer with wheel encoders is commonly used; however, it is quite unreliable because of wheel slippage and vehicle skidding. On the other hand, optical sensors designed for optical mice or laser mice are available for measuring the robot position since they detect motion from the ground movement without encoders' information. Therefore, the positioning device using the optical sensor has advantages in application to mobile robots or vehicles [2] . Advantages of using an optical sensor include the following: low cost, compact, high speed, kinematics-free, and noncontact sensing.
Applications of using a mouse sensor for positioning or navigation of a mobile robot have been studied and are outlined as follows. A combination of an optical mouse with a compass allows the evaluation of a robot's position [3] . A single optical sensor also enables measurement of a robot's position, including rotation [4] . The use of two mouse sensors enables a mecanum-wheeled mobile robot, which has omnidirectional locomotion and is controlled to precisely move along an intended path [5] . Nonsystematic errors from the odometer using a pair of optical mice can be reduced via redundant measurements [6] ; multiple optical sensors provide a more accurate estimation of the position and posture [7, 8, 9] . The resolution of each optical sensor is usually calibrated by certain methods for correcting the measurement accuracy [10, 11] . However, the distance between the optical sensor and the ground surface must be small for those methods. Unfortunately, these sensors are not suitable when applied to the positioning of an outdoor mobile robot because the variation in the sensor/ground distance negatively affects the accuracy of the measurement. To mitigate this, a standard focal length lens is used, where height measurements are acquired to convert the sensor output into actual travel information [12] . For larger heights from the ground, the combination of a sensor and a lens with a longer focal length is effective [13] . A telecentric lens enables the size of an object to appear constant; however, the maximum velocity of motion estimation is consequently restricted by its narrow area of view. Moreover, the telecentric lens occupies a large space in a robot compared to standard lenses [14] . Another solution is combining an optical sensor with a laser instead of a lens for motion measurements with a larger distance between the sensor and the ground surface [15] . This method uses images of a speckle pattern produced by the laser light source for the tracking in the sensor. Despite the absence of a lens, the measurement error of the translation is small for different heights, owing to the characteristics of the speckle pattern. However, the laser spot on the surface disappears if the device is in an outdoor environment. Therefore, the sensor does not output any position information in a strong ambient light condition. The optical sensors also have a characteristic of accumulative error like inertial sensors, but even more reliable and robust position measurement can be achieved by combining newly developed optical sensors with conventional sensors for local positioning and global positioning device.
Our objective is to develop a noncontact positioning system that estimates the position of a mobile robot; the noncontact positioning system should be impervious to the height of the sensor and to solar light in an outdoor environment. A robust estimation using redundant optical sensors has been achieved, in spite of obstructions and height variations [16] . However, the performance in outdoor -3 -conditions was not investigated in the research. We propose a device combining an optical sensor with a bandpass filter to practically reduce solar light. Additionally, a well-collimated laser beam is used for precisely estimating the translations of the device on a surface for different heights. We demonstrate the maximum velocity supported by the device after an explanation of the characteristics of the laser speckle pattern and the manufactured device configuration. Our compact device is easily mounted on a mobile robot for independent positioning from the kinematics of the robot. The experimental data of the tracking of a vehicle equipped with this positioning device running in outdoor environment is given. Finally, we show the results of an experiment that improved the postural accuracy by fusing the translation of an optical device with the information of inertial sensors, including gyroscopes.
MOTION ESTIMATION USING OPTICAL SENSORS

Characteristics of laser speckle patterns
Optical mice sensing technology that measures displacement on a surface is categorized into two groups. The first group involves optical mice, in which the pattern of a surface material is photographed by an image sensor with illumination by a red or blue LED. The planar motion is determined by gauging the horizontal and vertical shifts between two adjoining images. The other group involves laser mice, in which a laser speckle pattern from a laser beam being projected onto an object is photographed by an image sensor. Motion is estimated through the tracking of images in the sensor, in a manner similar to the estimation of motion of optical mice. The laser speckle is a random and high-contrast pattern caused by the interference of laser rays reflecting from an object's surface, and it is observed even without lenses in spaces where the spot of the laser is seen. The displacement of the speckle pattern observed when an object surface is translated or rotated is detailed in the literature by Yamaguchi [17] , where we focused on the theory of the speckle displacement. If an object surface is not strained, the displacement of the speckle pattern detected on an image sensor by using a collimated laser beam is simplified as
where the vector (A x , A y ) is the speckle displacement in an observation plane, as shown in Figure 1 . Furthermore, S is the incident angle of the laser beam. If we adopt a collimated beam, the speckle -4 -displacement is independent of S [17] , which is the distance to the laser source.
We assume that the mobile robot runs along a flat ground, and that the laser beam is perpendicularly pointed at the ground plane. Therefore, the angle S = 0, the rotation = 0, the rotation = 0, and the translation a Z = 0. Using these assumptions, the displacement is represented 
From Eqs. (3) and (4), the rotation and translation are estimated as in Eq. (5).
The current position and posture of a mobile robot are determined by accumulating the translation vector and rotation at every frame as in Eq. (6).
where Rot() is a two-dimensional rotation matrix, and f is the number of time-series data.
Device configuration
The Avago ADNS-6010 [18] , designed for a laser mouse, is employed as the optical sensor in our positioning device, but the original lens and infrared laser source are not used. We combine the sensor with a substitutive 650 nm laser. Additionally, we make a 4 mm aperture by drilling the original small hole in front of the cover of the sensor. From these modifications, the sensor receives the reflected laser rays from an object surface at a distance much larger than that of a normal mouse. An optical sensor has an image sensor of a 30× 30 pixel resolution that detects the speckle displacement by calculating the correlations between the images. The shutter period and frame rate in the sensor are automatically changed for capturing images with optimum brightness and contrast. Therefore, the frame rate varies from 1000 to 5000 fps. The sensor internally accumulates the speckle displacement at every captured frame to produce the position and posture of the mobile robot. Therefore a microcomputer can read all the displacements even at a lower speed than the frame rate of the sensor. The optical sensor board and microcomputer board we manufactured are shown in Figure 3 . The distances between the optical sensor and the laser source and between the optical sensor and object surface are shown in Figure 4 , where h is distance between the optical sensor and the object surface.
The r, mentioned above is 16 mm, as shown in Figure 4 .
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PERFORMANCE TESTS
Height invariability
We tested our device to determine the error in position with respect to the height h. The positional accuracy was evaluated by comparing positions estimated by the device with the translation commands to a robot arm (Mitsubishi RV-M2). The device was fixed to the end of the wrist joint and then moved on paper, as shown in Figure 5 . The robot arm has a precision of 0.1 mm for the position and 0.1° for the rotation. The device was moved 100 mm in a direction on the paper at a velocity of 0.05 m/s at a specified height h above white and black paper. The error of the estimated position for different heights is shown in Figure 6 . The error suddenly escalated at certain heights because the laser spot became invisible to the sensor or because the speckle pattern disappeared at a large h. In the -8 -ambient light condition of 700 lx, which is normal illuminance in a room, the sensor covers a wider height range on white paper because it induces a stronger reflection of the laser spot than the black paper does. If the sensor is used in a darker condition, such as 100 lx, the available height range of black paper increases as much as that of the white paper. The results also show that the measurement error remained under 1.6% at heights between 50 mm and 140 mm. The capability of being used over a wide height range enables the device to be adapted easily to different robots. 
Maximum velocity supported
We investigated the maximum velocity supported by the position measurement device. The optical device was fixed to a linear stage, and the paper attached to a plastic plate was turned by an actuated -9 -turntable, as shown in Figure 7 . The rotational speed of the turntable was measured by a noncontact optical tachometer (testo 465). The actual velocity of the surface is calculated using both the rotation rate and the radius of the sensor position. As shown in Figure 8 , the maximum velocity that the sensing device can measure was 2.3 m/s on a white paper and 1.8 m/s on a black paper. These maximum velocities are sufficient for conventional outdoor mobile robots. The ideal line in Figure 8 shows velocity when the measured value has no errors. The estimated velocity is approximately 3% lower than the actual velocity in the experiment, which affects position estimation.
Another test was carried out to investigate the relationship among the maximum velocity, shutter period, and frame rate of the optical device. The shutter period and frame rate automatically vary to maintain a level of brightness of the image in the sensor. White and black paper was used, and the height h was increased so that the sensor operated at a longer shutter period and a lower frame rate for the test. Figure 9 shows that the maximum velocity is related to both the shutter period and the frame rate. The velocity measurements of the robot equipped with this positioning device are strongly restricted by the shutter period; therefore, the laser spot or the ambient light must be at a certain level of illuminance for the device to measure properly. 
Different surface materials
We also investigated the measurement capability for different surface materials. Figure 10 shows the relative error of the position estimated by the device after it traveled 200 mm in a direction at a velocity of 0.05 m/s and a height of 100 mm. Figure 11 shows some of the surface materials used for the test. The device was moved 10 times for each material. The artificial lawn greatly reduced the illuminance of the laser spot because of the green coloring, resulting in the sensor struggling with tracking. The device estimated motions well on bright surfaces, such as white paper and aluminum
plates. The error of the device was between -1.6% and 0.2% from different surfaces used in the test. An optical device detects a robot's translation by processing images of the speckle pattern produced by laser light. However, the device also receives ambient light, which is much stronger when it is in an outdoor environment, and thus an optical device does not function in that condition at all.
Therefore, it is necessary for a device in an outdoor environment to restrict solar light. We propose a method for reducing the solar light, which is strong.
First, we estimate a ratio of radiant illumination between the laser source and the solar light, where we consider the radiant illumination entering the image sensor. Applying an aperture model to the optical device defines s , a , and g as areas of the image sensor, the aperture, and the region on the ground that is visible from the sensor through the aperture, respectively, as shown in Figure 12 .
The distance between the image sensor and the aperture is sa , and the distance between the aperture and the ground is ag . a is the distance between the aperture and the vertex of the cone, which has sectional areas s , a , and g . The distance ℎ between the image sensor and the ground equals sa + ag . g is represented by Eq. has an aperture of 4 mm at a distance of 3 mm below the sensor, which is 57 mm above the ground, as shown in Figure 13 . From this, a = (4/2) 2 π = 12.6 mm 2 , sa = 3 mm, and ag = 57 mm. Using these parameters, the region on ground is calculated to be g = 2.19 × 10 -3 m 2 via Eq. source and the solar light becomes 34.2%, which is much higher than the ratio of 0.290% for the normal device. These modifications enable the device to function in an outdoor environment.
Experiments of different illuminance values
We investigated the range of illuminance in which the optical device with the solar restriction was exposed to strong ambient light. We evaluated the device capability by surface quality (SQUAL), which is an output of the sensor. The SQUAL values for different illuminance conditions are shown in Figure 15 . A projector with an output power of 500 W was used to produce an illuminance of up to 70000 lx around the laser spot.
The modified device with a pipe and a bandpass filter operated up to an illuminance of 70000 lx, while the normal device could not operate beyond 1600 lx. The difference of efficiency between the modified device and normal device is also seen in Figure 16 , which shows SQUAL values and frame images captured by the optical sensor at different illuminance conditions. In the figure, the pattern-like salt-and-pepper noise in the images is the laser speckle pattern. It is confirmed that the SQUAL value was over 30 and high-contrast speckle was effectively observed in high illuminance conditions by the sensor S2 with the pipe and bandpass filter for restricting solar light. The ambient illuminance can also be up to 60000 lx in our experimental field, so the capability of the modified device for strong light is sufficient for our robot. -16 -
Positioning a vehicle in indoor and outdoor environment
The position measurement device that restricts solar light was evaluated with a vehicle moving in indoor and outdoor environments. The normal and modified devices were combined with a laser source, as shown in Figure 13 , and attached to both the front and rear end of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 17 . The heights of all sensors from the ground were approximately 70 mm. The sensors S1 and S4 comprise the normal device, and the sensors S2 and S3 comprise the modified device. One trajectory was estimated by the sensor pair S1 and S4, and the other trajectory was estimated by S2
and S3. A vehicle with four steering and driving wheels was manually moved three times in a sunny day at a velocity of 0.3 m/s from a start point to a goal point along the joint line of tiles on the ground, shown in Figure 18 . The vehicle began at the start point in a building, passed through an automatic door, and reached the goal outside the building. The illuminance values at the start, at the automatic door, and at the goal are 2000 lx, 7500 lx, and 60000 lx, respectively. Figure 19 shows the vehicle moving in front of the automatic door near the goal point and the optical devices attached to the front of the vehicle. The effect of the bandpass filter and the pipe can be observed in the SQUAL value output from the optical device. Figure 21 shows the SQUAL record as the vehicle moved from the start point to the goal point. S1 indicates the normal device, and S2 indicates the modified device. The horizontal axis of the graph is time, and the automatic door passing is at 22.8 s. The SQUAL of S1 stopped updating before passing the door, except for the moment at the rail of the door. The most of the SQUAL values of S2 remained above 30, which means the modified device estimated the motion precisely in the outdoor environment.
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Improving angle precision
The posture of a vehicle can be estimated by using two optical devices as discussed in the previous section. However, an error in angle accumulated because each optical device has an uncertainty in determining the translation. Estimating accurate posture in mobile robots is important because even a small error in posture results in a large positional error when the robot travels a long distance. To improve the accuracy of positioning a vehicle, we propose a combination of the modified optical device and a precise posture sensing system.
A sensing system using inertial sensors has been developed by our research group, and it provides the precise angle information of pitch and yaw . The inertial sensors consist of three 1-axis gyroscopes (Silicon Sensing CRS07-02S x2, CRS09-12 x1) and a 3-axis accelerometer (Crossbow CXL04GP3). The drift errors of the gyroscopes are automatically compensated for when no motion is detected in the system by the accelerometer. More details on drift error compensation of gyroscopes are provided by Nagatani et al. [19] . The vehicle position ( , , ) can be updated using and as in Eq. (8) . 
where f represents the frame number in a sequence of sensor data, and is the translation estimated by an optical device in a frame time.
We developed a vehicle "El-Verde" with four driving wheels to examine the improved positioning method. For the original positioning method, two optical devices with bandpass filters and pipes were fixed at both sides of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 22 -21 - 
CONCLUSIONS
A positioning device using optical devices and laser light for outdoor mobile robots has been proposed.
The optical device, designed for computer mice, is required to be used in contact with a surface. To extend the measureable distance between the device and the ground surface, a laser light source with collimated beams was employed. Two devices with laser sources were mounted to obtain the translation and rotation information of a mobile robot.
First, we evaluated the fundamental performance of the optical device through experiments. The external laser light had a consistent measurement error of translation within 1.6% at heights between 50 mm and 140 mm. This result indicates a region of height invariability of the device. The maximum measurable velocity of the device was investigated with an actuated turntable. The device tracked the motion of black paper at a velocity up to 1.8 m/s, which is sufficient for mobile robots. Through another experiment, we found that the shorter shutter period is imperative because the maximum velocity is dependent on the shutter period and the frame rate. The error of the device was between -1.6% and 0.2% for different surface materials.
Second, we proposed a method for restricting solar light using a bandpass filter and a pipe in order to use the positioning device in an outdoor environment. The device operated at an illuminance up to 70000 lx, whereas the functioning of the unmodified device stopped at 1600 lx. In an experiment where a vehicle equipped with the devices runs a course from an indoor start point to an outdoor goal point of 60000 lx, the estimated trajectories continued to the goal point in spite of errors in posture.
The experimental result showed that the device that restricted solar light can be used in an outdoor environment.
Third, the errors of the estimated trajectory were significantly decreased by combining the optical device with gyroscopes; they offer more accurate angle information because the drift error is compensated for at break points. All the RMS errors of the trajectory from the improved method were -22 -below 1.7 m in spite of a long travel distance of over 190 m.
As future work, we will extend the available area of the positioning device; we intend to use the device for positioning a mobile robot traversing rougher terrain.
